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All Roads Lead to South Street

13th Year Anniversary And Fundraiser

Saturday, December 9th

Follow the leaders, Cheryle Jackson, new president of the Chicago Urban League; 3rd Ward Alderman Dorothy Tillman, Eddie Radow, president of The Black Independent Political Organization, 20th Ward Alderman Andra Tuttleman, Rev. Al Bill "Dock" Walls and Clerk of the Year Anniversary and fundraising son, new president of the Chicago Urban League; 3rd Ward Alderman Dorothy Tillman, Eddie Read, president of The Black Independent Political Organization; 20th Ward Sampson (ordained by Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr); Morgan Carter ("The World's Conversation Starter"); Park National Bank's Bill Norels; Chicago Mayoral Candidates Bill "Dock" Walls and Clerk of the Circuit Court Dorothy Brown; Illinois State Senator Kwame Raoul; and the list goes on and on, and we hope that many others will follow the leaders and supporters to the 13th Year Anniversary and fundraising affair for The South Street Journal Newspaper.

(Continued on page 8)

Inside South Street

Cosby Does CPS

Canadian Bill Cosby, who invites a national debate by blaming some poor blacks for their problems, is bringing his self-help message to Chicago, pantomime and their tours on Wednesday.

(Continued on page 9)

Midway Movers: Who's Moving Who?

The South Street Journal (SSJ) will begin an investigative series on the various levels of contracting and service provision opportunities that continually elude Black businesses.

By Mark Allen

Associate Editor

A reader prompted SSJ to report on a series of the government moving contracts after they were watching the recent election night coverage that sparked how much business a non-Black moving company appears to have from government in majority Black service areas. With that the recent disclosures that even with almost 40% of the Chicago population, that Blacks were still only receiving less than 9% of city contracts, and maybe less than that from County and State government.

"Who's Moving Who?"

It appears that Black people are still getting far less of moving contracts while others appear to be getting more of the contracting.

(Continued on page 12)

Unity or Bust

The 2007 Mayoral Election

Page 9

Man Dies in Custody of Riverdale Police

By Okema McLoyd

Edward Howard was arrested last month for domestic violence. His long time girlfriend called police but didn't press any charges.

(Continued on page 11)

Another Police Shooting

Cosby Does CPS

Canadian Bill Cosby, who invites a national debate by blaming some poor blacks for their problems, is bringing his self-help message to Chicago, pantomime and their tours on Wednesday.

(Continued on page 9)

Community activist "Queen Sister" confronts a Chicago Police Officers after a man was shot by the police after he refused to drop his weapon.

The CPD reported the incident occurred on 67th and Prairie where the police, two blocks away heard a shot. Upon arriving a man was seen fleeing and was ordered to stop and drop his weapon.

After not responding, the police shot the man in the leg.

About 50 community activists arrived countering police actions.

During the press conference the CPD reported the incident justified. It was reported the man shot another man in the stomach.

"Last year around about this time there were 39 police shootings which was one less than this year," Pat Camden, spokes person for the Chicago Police Department said.

"Since the beginning of this year, 40 people have been shot by police, 37 weapons have been recovered, and 15 of them fatalities," added a spokes person.

(Continued on page 3)

Midway Movers, a non-Black company located on 4100 W. Ferdinand has more business in Black areas than Blacks

Daley's Hispanic Democratic Org. Member Indicted

Prosecutors announced an indictment in the inquiry of the hiring practices of Mayor Daley's political organization. In this gutsy and bold move, the prosecutors indicted a Hispanic Democratic Organization (HDO) coordinator for lying.

The Hispanic Democratic Organization, a powerful street team for Mayor Daley, is being investigated for hiring up city officials for jobs for the HDO John Rosa, a worker in the Water Management Department, pleaded not guilty to lying about seeking city jobs as rewards for campaign workers.

Hundreds of workers in the HDO received jobs with the city in those oh-so-desirable jobs in the water department and streets and sanitation department. Rosa was put on paid administrative leave following the indictment. Rosa just returned to work for the city from disability leave on November 15th as a watchman.

(Continued on page 3)
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3rd Ward Feature on Alderman Tillman Coming
A few weeks ago, it was reported that this reporter would be doing a special one-on-one interview with incumbent 3rd Ward Alderman Dorothy Tillman. Since that time I have received a number of e-mails and phone calls from people giving me direction as to the kinds of questions and focuses that they'd like to see discussed with Alderman Tillman. I should take. Now I must also state for the record that none of the questions that people have sent me are wrong. In fact, they're all right. Sometimes it seems like there are more people than ever in our city, and even those inside the ward who have an opinion, one way or another on whether Alderman Tillman deserves another term as 3rd Ward Alderman. As I have tried to do, I have tried to respond to the supporters of those who are candidates against Alderman Tillman. Thus, one of the major challenges that this reporter faces in that after 30 years in this business of public service, I have developed a personal relationship and opinion on most public officials and those activists and organizers who offer themselves for the candidates. For the most part, I can have positive things to say about everybody that wants to be a candidate for various offices, and in that case, I have at this point, put no partisan position on any candidates, although I do like friends and associates who continue to ask me questions and give the same answers to all. It's up to the particular candidates, however, to ask all candidates, campaigns, and supporters to vote as a majority of voters to decide who will actually be the one to be elected officials for their respective area.

So, thanks again to all who have contacted me and given us insights on what I should be asking in a one-on-one interview with Alderman Dorothy Tillman. The land, the lots, the housing, the development, the city, the Mayor, the specific plans that the CHA, the Mayor, the specific plans, the dollars, the specific plans. Although I do have friends and associates who are candidates for various offices, and is why I have at this point, put no partisan position on any candidates, although I do have friends and associates who continue to ask me questions and give the same answers to all. It's up to the particular candidates, however, to ask all candidates, campaigns, and supporters to vote as a majority of voters to decide who will actually be the one to be elected officials for their respective areas.

Sponsors needed for new radio talk show on WBGX-AM 1570
Thanks to C. Frances Parks of A.A. & A. Insurance Services and Independent Southside, Alchester Insurance Agency owner, Joe Ziegler, Jr., SSJ will again expand our outreach to the public with the trial of a new radio talk show. In its second hour each night talk show on the new 24 hour gospel radio station WBGX-AM 1570, with your financial support can be successful in expanding.

(Continued on page 4)

Organization local governments need to invest more in paratransit services

Organizations Call For Better Transit Service
Metro Seniors in Action, a organization that, recognized the need for older people to continue to be actively involved in issues that directly affect them since 1974, and Neighborhood Capital Budget Group (NDBG) a decade-old coalition of nearly 200 community based organizations and local economic development groups in Chicago dedicated to improving our neighborhoods through well-planned, targeted public investment, are calling on the government for better paratransit service. Some communities and some types of riders get more and better service than others. Our transit justice coalition wants the dollars, the CHA, the Mayor, the specific plans to have regular "report cards" on how well each paratransit service is operating. The public deserves a voice in ensuring that both paratransit and main line transit are accessible to all.

A key to creating equal access for all is to keep paratransit services and transit fares on CTA affordable. Our transit justice coalition is calling for No FACE paratransit fare increase and to restore the CTA cash transfer.

Our organizations and the riding public understand that to keep fares affordable, our transit agencies need increased funding. While the State funding formula must be changed, other local governments need to invest more in paratransit and transit, too. Chicago and Cook County should increase their contributions. City Hall could tap proceeds from the Chicago Skyway and Downtown Parking Garages' leases. Developers should pay an "Impact Fee" to help fund transit services. The State should fund paratransit agency's special needs funding should be targeted to expand and improve service to under-served areas and populations; and cap and restrict our existing infrastructure. Any major new capital projects should go first to expanding the reach of transit into communities that have been historically starved-served.

To achieve this transit justice goal, the Illinois General Assembly should pass transit accountability reforms such as those proposed under HB4663 and release the Illinois Auditor General's report on CTA, Pace, Metra & RTA to the public!

For more information go to http://www.metrocenter.org or http://www.nchq.org

Mayor Richard M. Daley and Police Superintendent Phil Cline unveiled the Chicago Police Department's new bomb robots, which are capable of locating and discriminating explosives from a safe distance. And reports are even potential mayoral candidates.

College Opportunity for Black Males
Spread the word. Do you know any Black Males who are in Senior high school who want to go to college of state for Free. The State of Illinois is looking for black male teachers and will send them to Universities/college for 4 years free. This opportunity is for males only. For more info call the Eugene T. Moore School of Education's 1-800-649-2567 or go to http://www.callsmoore.cl1men.edu/ index.htm

Todd Stroger was appointed by Republican Commissioner Elizabeth Gorman's 12 year old son as his swearing in by fellow Democrat's 4th Ward and Mayoral candidate in the "Total Vote calculator" Evans. And word is Todd was the aldermen responsible for the Mayor given SSJ an acknowledgment in his 13th year, page 8.

K&G Clothing Store, located at 2535 West 95th Street in Evergreen Park is the latest clothing store where Mark S. Allen has gone to seek to upgrade his wardrobe for the next season. So if you see Allen in some new garb, you can thank part of his new look to Jackie Blue and clothing consultant Avon Brown, an Alpha Phi Alpha Man who had no problem helping a Kappa Alpha Psi man pick out parts of his new wardrobe. And we're looking to K&G Store Manager Mike Boyd to strengthen this relationship and their exposure in Chicago Grassroots community.

Look Good in the hood by going by "The Wood" clothing store in the strip mall on 67th & Damon. Patr Farm sweat suits that are now on sale. "The Wood" will have their own ad in next weeks issue. Look Good in the hood by going by "The Wood" clothing store in the strip mall on 67th & Damon. Tell them, "Mark Allen's family sent you.

A recent Sun Times article revealed potential presidential candidate Illinois State Senator Barack Obama's middle name is HUSSEIN, which Sen. John McCain, said it amazing in his potential run for president at the moment. There is always someone to remind the others you are not one of them. Well CTA not only got rid of his former CEO Terry Peterson, but over the past seven years it got rid of 4,200 employees, now with a staff of 300 people, but yet CTA is spending $13 million on the Chicago Police Department. Who is the one are they policing. So much for the residents or former residents.
Man Dies in Custody of Riverdale Police
By Okenna Mc Loved

(Continued from page 1)

nor was she injured. Edward, however, had died the day before his son's tenth birthday. He had been working extra hours to save money to buy his son birthday gifts and for the holidays. Riverdale police told the family it was suicide but, one who knew Edward believes he killed himself.

The Howard's are eager to see the autopsy report or video footage from the lock up area where Edward was held. Many police departments view and record the lock up area's in their stations. Typically, items that were held. Many police departments told the family it was suicide but, one who knew Edward believes he killed himself.

Edward's death is another controversial tragedy surrounding law enforcement officers. Right now, Rev. Al Sharpton is in New York counseling and protesting for the family of an unarmed man shot to death by police after leaving his bachelor party. In Atlanta an eighty two year old grandmother was killed by police who were serving a warrant at the wrong address. Recently cases of women being raped by law enforcement officers while incarcerated have been reported. Rev. Sharpton and other activists are pushing for federal laws to protect citizens from bad policing. Citizens want police questioned when they kill senselessly.

It goes without saying the Howards family is having a very hard time dealing with this. Like many families who've lost loved ones, the holiday season is especially rough. The Thanksgiving holiday wasn't celebrated in the Howard home this year and they aren't making any plans for Christmas. Howard was looking forward to spending the holiday season with his family and friends. Why would he kill himself? Everyone wants to know what really happened inside Riverdale police station that night. Has anything like this happened before? Was this tragedy self inflicted or caused by police? Was it recorded on surveillance cameras in the lock up area? Riverdale police were unavailable for comment. The Howard family has hired an investigator and hopes that law enforcement is conducting an internal investigation as well.
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(Continued from page 1)

Just a parent to her children; she's not a suicide, Riverdale police are telling the family. Typically, items that were held. Many police departments told the family it was suicide but, one who knew Edward believes he killed himself.

Edward Howard's widow Teresa Howard says she received a call from her son on that Monday night. She says Edward told her that he needed someone to pick him up the following morning from Cook County Courthouse in Markham, but he never made it there.

About thirty minutes after Edward called Mrs. Howard received a call from Riverdale Police telling her that Edward tried to hang himself. She was told that he was in an ambulance and that medics were trying to revive him. Edward died the day before his son's tenth birthday. He had been working extra hours to save money to buy his son birthday gifts and for the holidays. Riverdale police told the family it was suicide but, one who knew Edward believes he killed himself.
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Hispanic Democratic Organization Member Indicted

(Continued from page 1)

Formed in or about the early 1990s, the Hispanic Democratic Organization ("HDO") was a political organization with hundreds of individual participants, many of whom were City of Chicago employees. One of the leaders and principal organizers of HDO was individual A, a high-ranking City of Chicago ("City") official.

HDO supported political candidates in a variety of campaigns, including City aldermanic, City mayoral, Illinois state representative, Illinois state senate, suburban Chicago, statewide and federal campaigns. For the individual candidates selected to receive HDO support ("HDO-selected candidates"), typically, individual HDO participants worked on behalf of the HDO-selected candidate. The voter outreach efforts (otherwise known as "field" activities) included, among other efforts, registering voters, obtaining signatures from registered voters on nominating petitions, delivering campaign literature door-to-door, soliciting City service requests from potential voters during canvassing efforts, and providing emergency assistance.

In addition to these field efforts, participants in HDO were solicited to make financial contributions to support HDO and also to support HDO-selected candidates.

According to court transcripts, operationally, HDO was divided into three geographic divisions, generally known as HDO North, HDO South and HDO Southeast District, in peak years of operation, from the mid 1990s through approximately 2004. HDO Southeast had as many as 500 individual participants who performed political work on behalf of one or more HDO selected candidates (the "individual HDO participants"). During these years, the head of HDO Southeast assisted individual A in coordinating HDO Southeast activities.

Individual B, was a City employee and a close associate of Individual A. Generally, in HDO Southeast, the specific political directives, whether related to field work activities or fundraising efforts, were disseminated through a hierarchical system. That is, Individual A, typically through Individual B, informed John Reza, the defendant, knowingly made false material declarations by stating, in substance, the following:

Q: Did you ever talk to [Individual B] or [Individual A] about a job-related request that any of these [individual HDO participants], any request that they had, did you ever pass that on to [Individual B] or [Individual A]?
A: No.
Q: Never?
A: Never.
Thru Dec.

Neil Artistic Expressions Celebrates Chicago Artists Month. An Exhibition Illustrating "The Spirit of Sarkida" Reaching Beyond Boundaries. In October, 250 exhibitions of emerging and established artists, openings, demonstrations, tours, open studios and neighborhood art walks take place at galleries, cultural centers and arts buildings throughout the city. Neil Artistic Expressions: Lake Meadows Shopping Center 3467 S. King Drive

Thur Dec.
A Celebration of Women Join Southwest Women Working Together and other professional women who desire to empower and inspire all women for an evening of motivation and a celebration of women. Speaker Sheilla Perry, Executive Director Southwest Women Working Together 6844 S. Western Avenue Chicago, IL 60636 8:00-9:00pm. To RSVP, please contact Veronica Springwater at 773.773.2500 ext. 249 or vspringwater@bellsouth.net

Fri Dec. 13
THE LAST Bronzeville Art District Third Friday Trolley Tour
Two continuously running trolleys stop at five Bronzeville art galleries, the tour is free and departs from two locations. One departs from the Hyatt Regency McCormick Place (345 W. South King Drive) at 6:15 p.m. Trolley Two departs from 4712 South Michigan Avenue (47th South King Drive) at 6:15 p.m. One can also board trolleys at any of the five art galleries. Trolley ETA Creative Arts Foundation 7558 S. South Chicago, The Black Furry

written by Uzien Eugene Perkins, Music Score by Anthony Llorens, directed by Tyke Abbot, from a script by the late Bobby Andrews. For more information please call 773-732-1965

Thur. 30
A Celebration of Women Needed for Englewood
It is time to have much more focus on what is happening in terms of Black empowerment in Englewood. There are too many mixed signals coming when we see more press events talking about how others are helping and we are in fact receiving more contracts for the rebuilding of Englewood by people of which much of the major boards and rebuilding plans were allegedly designed. We have too many of our Black men and women that are not having enough legitimate income opportunities for themselves and their families, so we should have no excuse in our fight to make sure that every opportunity is sought to increase the number of black people with contracts and employment opportunities for the black people of Englewood. We need to have more public Black summits that we can report in the paper.

Black community of Englewood

on a public bus in Montgomery, Alabama. Learning from the past and continue the public's call for justice in public transit. Keynote Speaker: Rev. Calvin Morris, Ph. D. Executive Director, Community Renewal Society, respected leader from the 1960's movement, King College preparatory High School, 4454 S. Drexel Blvd. 3:00 pm to 5:00 pm. Sponsored by Metro Senior Citizens in Action and NCSBP's Campaign For Better Transportation (CBT). For more information please call 312-253-5641 or 312-639-7198 ext. 3..8 6 8
www.metroseniors.org or www.bettermetransit.org

Fri Dec. 1
Protect Yourself. Protect Your Loved Ones. Get Your Flu Shot. This Fall 2006 Flu Shot Clinics will be open 9:00 am-3:30 pm. Pneumonia shots will also be available. Please bring your Medicare Card if you have one. Chatham Satellite Center 8800 S. Cottage Grove, Call 311

CHICAGO LAND WORLD AIDS DAY Save the Date: 1651 OUT World AIDS Day For locations throughout Chicago call the days 312-836-1400. The World AIDS Day: World AIDS Day Grassroots: OUT Malcolm X College 1950 West Van Buren Boulevard, noon - 9:00 P.M. This is a free concert

Day of Dignity On December 1, 1965, Mrs. Rosa Parks defied the segregation laws by refusing to move from her seat in a Montgomery, Alabama. Learning from the past and continue the public's call for justice in public transit. Keynote Speaker: Rev. Calvin Morris, Ph. D. Executive Director, Community Renewal Society, respected leader from the 1960's movement, King College Preparatory High School, 4454 S. Drexel Blvd. 3:00 pm to 5:00 pm. Sponsored by Metro Senior Citizens in Action and NCSBP's Campaign For Better Transportation (CBT). For more information please call 312-253-5641 or 312-639-7198 ext. 3..8 6 8
www.metroseniors.org or www.bettermetransit.org

Sat Dec. 2
2006 Winner Meeting Gifts From God Ministries, 953 West 63rd St. 10am to 12:00 noon. Pastor St. John Chisom, Host. The Pastor of Englewood celebrate this season continue to uphold the blessings of God to the Englewood and West Englewood community

Sun, Dec. 3
Citizens for Willie Cochran for Alderman, 203rd Ward, at ETA Theater Empowerment Coach, Intuitive Counselor, and Author.

Sun, Dec. 3
RTA Community Meetings Budget Hearings South Suburban CHICAGO. South The RTA is seeking public input regarding the Moving Beyond Congestion strategic planning process and need the proposed operating and capital program and

Dec. 6-7
Chicago Public Schools will be sponsoring their annual parent involvement conference, "The Power of Parenting," at McCormick Place, Lakeside Center, 2301 S. Lake Shore Drive. The conference is FREE (lunch included) but participants are strongly encouraged to register in advance to guarantee admittance. Stop by your local school for official registration forms or call 773.382.4000 for further information.

Thurs, Dec. 7
RTA Community Meetings/Budget Hearings South Suburban CHICAGO. South The RTA is seeking public input regarding the Moving Beyond Congestion strategic planning process and need the proposed operating and capital program and
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Cosby Does CPS

(Continued from page 1)

Chicago Public Schools officials hope to use Cosby's star power to help pull a record number of families to the district's annual parent involvement conference.

"At the same time, board president Ralph Williams, who lobbied for the Cosby appearance, plans to use the entertainer's message of personal responsibility as a strategy to improve poor academic performance, especially among boys, in the predominantly African-American school district. Black males have the highest dropout rates in the Chicago schools. "We have to grab our young men and elevate them," said Williams. "We are not ignoring our young women. We will get them. But we need to deal with [the young men] first."

Cosby will offer an unusual after-school session for boys and men after he speaks to the boys, in the predominantly African-American community. Cosby's star power to help pull a record number of families to the district's annual parent involvement conference.
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A: Correct.

WHEREAS, in truth and fact, as
defendant JOHN RESA, then well
knew, a. On multiple occasions
during his tenure as Political Coor­
dinator, RESA talked with Individual
A or Individual B about job-
related requests of individual HDO
participants; b. On multiple occa­
sions during his tenure as Political
Coordinator, RESA passed on job-
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Coordinator, RESA made efforts on behalf of individual HDO participants in
employment-related matters with the
City, including jobs for career ser­
vice motor truck driver, among
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Just one ... YOU!

Making Mentoring Meaningful is a mentoring program that provides

Cheryl Howard
Chicago Youth Centers
773-268-3815
cheryl.howard@chicagoyouthcenters.org

Or visit: www.chicagoyouthcenters.org for a mentor application
# ONE STOP

**WILL OPEN AT**

**FRIDAY, DECEMBER 1ST**

---

## All Roads Lead to ONE STOP

- **BAREMAN'S MILK**
  - Whole or 2%
  - $1.99 per 5 L. BAG
  - LIMIT 2

- **KELLOGG'S FROOT LOOPS**
  - 2/$5
  - $2 per 11OZ.
  - LIMIT 5

##FAST COFFEE

**FOODS**

- **MILLER HIGH LIFE**
  - $2.99 per 355ML
  - LIMIT 6

- **COOK'S CHAMPAGNE**
  - $2.99 per 750ML
  - LIMIT 6

- **SILVER SEA MACKEREL**
  - 5/5/$5
  - 14 OZ.
  - LIMIT 10

## ONE STOP - ONE STOP - ONE STOP - ONE STOP

- **RICE LAND RICE**
  - 99¢ per 1LB. 6OZ.
  - LIMIT 6

- **COUNTRY'S DELIGHT SPAGHETTI**
  - 4/5/$4
  - 14 OZ.
  - LIMIT 4

- **SILVER SEA MACKEREL**
  - 5/5/$5
  - 14 OZ.
  - LIMIT 10

## ONE STOP - ONE STOP - ONE STOP - ONE STOP

- **U.S.D.A. GRADE A FRESH CHICKEN LEGS**
  - $35.99 per 2LB.
  - LIMIT 3

- **U.S.D.A. GRADE A TURKEY WINGS, NECKS OR DRUMSTICKS**
  - $14.99 per 3LB.
  - LIMIT 3

## KNOWN BRANDS

- **JENNIE-O TURKEY BURGERS**
  - $8.99 per 3LB.
  - LIMIT 3

- **JUMBO SWEET POTATOES**
  - 29¢ per 4LB. CASE
  - LIMIT 6

## BEEF

- **BEEF PATTIES**
  - CASE OF 18
  - $3.99 per LB.

## FRUIT

- **TANGERINES**
  - 49¢ per LB.

## VEGETABLES

- **CABBAGE**
  - 59¢ per 1/2 GAL.

## GROCERIES

- **FARM FRESH PRODUCE**
  - JUMBO SWEET POTATOES
  - RUSSET POTATOES
  - MUSTARD GREENS
  - WALNUTS
  - BEEF
  - SPAGHETTI
  - BEEF

## HOUSEHOLD HELPERS

- **LITTERMATE LIQUID LAUNDRY DETERGENT**
  - 4/$9

## OTHERS

- **Pillsbury All Purpose Flour**
  - 5 L. BAG
  - $5 COUPON

---

**BUY THE CAN • BUY THE CASE • BUY THE CAN • BUY THE CASE • BUY THE CAN • BUY THE CASE • BUY THE CAN • BUY THE CAN**
"I feel especially bound to devote my energies to the freedom an elevation of my people. For the accomplishment of this objective, I know of no instrumentality more effective than the press."
-Frederick Douglass

All Roads Lead to South Street

The program will address four areas: Social, political, Economics and the Media. A promise to keep the original purpose of the newspaper true to representing the interest of the people. In planning our program, we extend this invitation to you in retrospective tracing the first twelve years of South Street Journal with the return to Bronzeville in support of economic endeavors and our agenda for 2007 as we have become a weekly newspaper.

This event takes place this Saturday, December 9th, beginning with a reception from 5:00 PM - 6:00 PM at Prince Mason Hall, located at 809 East 42nd Street (Cottage Grove). The program and dinner will begin at 6:00 PM.

The costs for the event is only $50.00 and includes a subscription to The South Street Journal.

There is much to celebrate, as this event has a number of significant highlights including: 13 years under the leadership of Ron Carter as publisher and editor; the addition of veteran political activist Mark S. Allen as Associate Editor and his celebration of 30 "straight" years in public service on a local, state, and national level; the paper's new expanded office space at 449 East 35th Street; now going from a bi-weekly to 35,000 weekly circulation; new South Suburban Division.

Even though we have been a serious critic of the administration of Mayor Richard M. Daley, we received official congratulations from Mayor Daley saying that "The South Street Journal is an important source of information for downtown Chicago. For thirteen years, it has provided political, economic, social, cultural and other valuable insights to readers. I congratulate the staff of the South Street Journal for your dedication to educating our community. Your work helps improve the quality of life for our residents."

As of this writing, here are some more of the confirmations that we are coming in that everyone should join in attendance with this Saturday:

- State Representative Elga Jeffries; 17th Ward Aldermanic candidate Tyrone DeAndre Hawthorne; Will and Bruce Crosby; Harold Lucas; Ziff Stonick; Larry Hayes; Michael Jones; Lorna Barnes; Pastor Reginald Parks; John Blake; John Woodson; Keith Whitley; JoAnn Blackmon; Wanda Carter; Richard Blackmon; John Paul Jones; Maurice Covington; Earl Calhoun (who will be performing); Anna Jones; Handy Turner; 3rd Ward Aldermanic candidate Pat Dowell; and Nat Thompson the author of "Policy Kings" whom the theme of the gala is tailored;

Thirty years has been a memorable community experience, a legacy of the press, and the desire to energize our responsibility for the future. Please join us as we continue the important work of SSJ by coming to be present and placing a communicating advertisement and/or a writing of yours regarding SSJ for the upcoming book on the newspaper in collaboration Columbia University of New York; this will appear in our December 7th issue.
The Death of Fred Hampton

December 4, 1969.

Fred Hampton Chairman and Bobby Rush (left) Minister of Defense of the Black Panther Party

Fred Hampton was a high school student and a promising leader when he joined the Black Panther Party at the age of 19. His status as a leader grew very quickly. He was in involved in a lot of activities to improve the black community in Chicago. He maintained regular speaking engagements and organized weekly rallies at the Chicago federal building on behalf of the BPP. He worked with a few People’s Clinic, taught political education classes every morning at 6am, and launched a community fast Program. Hampton had the charisma to excite crowds during rallies, he was suposed to be appointed to the Party’s Central Committee. His position would have been Chief of Staff if he did not have an untimely death on the evening of December 4, 1969.

Events Leading up to The Death of Fred Hampton

The social climate of the late 1960s was definitely not on Hampton’s side. The government was not supportive of any radical political organization, and in fact turned out to be downright suspicious at any attempt to challenge or change the status-quo. Discriminating against the black community was the norm. When word of a “Days of Rage” rally came to the government’s attention, it was known that some members of the BPP supported this attack on the pig power structure. Allegedly, Fred Hampton and the majority of the Chicago Panthers did not support this rally, but to the FBI they were guilty by association. This information, combined with the general suspicion the government had of the BPP, and Fred’s powerful speaking and organizing skills, made Fred Hampton a wanted man. The Federal Bureau of Investigation saw Hampton as a threat to society that needed to be eliminated.

Fellow Panther, William O’Neal was recruited by the FBI and, conspired with the Chicago Police Department (CPD) to spy on Hampton. Upon going giving information about the Panthers daily itinerary his felony charges were dropped. His job was to serve as a bodyguard of Hampton and director of the Hampton's security. His job was to serve as a bodyguard of Hampton and director of the Hampton's security.

That Unforgettable Morning

That evening Fred Hampton and several Party members including William O’Neal came home to the BPP Headquarters after a political education class. O’Neal volunteered to make the group dinner. He slipped a large dose of sedative in Fred’s kool-aid and left the apartment around 1:30am. a little while later, Fred fell asleep. Around 4:30am on December 4, 1969 the heavily armed Chicago Police attacked the Panthers’ apartment. They entered the apartment by kicking the front door down and then shooting Mark Clark pointblank in the chest. Clark was sleeping in the living room with a shotgun in his hand. His reflexes, responded by firing one shot at the police before he died. That bullet was then discovered to be the only shot fired at the police by the Panthers. Then automatic gunfire entered through the walls of Fred and his pregnant girlfriend’s room. Fred was shot in the shoulder. Then two officers entered the bedroom and shot Fred at pointblank in his head to make sure that he was dead, and no longer a so-called menace to society. It has been said that one officer stated, “he’s good and dead now.” The officers then dragged Fred’s body out of his bedroom and again open fired on the members in the apartment. The Panthers were then beaten and dragged across the street where they were arrested on charges of attempted murder of the police and aggravated assault. The incident also wounded four other Panther members.

The Big Conspiracy

Immediately after the incident FBI, CPD, and state attorney Hanrahan started their cover-up. They showed false re-enactments on TV, fabricated photographic evidence, and went as far as making a fake investigation. Hanrahan had the audacity of saying, “We wholeheartedly commend the police officers bravery, their remarkable restraint and discipline in the face of this vicious Black Panther attack, and we expect every decent citizen of our community to do likewise.”

The members of the Black Panther Party did not take this incident lightly. They immediately opened up the apartment to the public to show the brutality of the police. A later investigation found that no more than four bullets left the Panther’s apartment while approximately two hundred entered the apartment. As explained by this resource, there are many inconsistencies in the accounts of what really happened Hampton and Clark were murdered.

The civil trial was the longest civil lawsuit in the history of the United States of America according to the National People’s Democratic Uhuru Movement (NPDUM). Despite a ridiculously long trial, not one officer spent a day in jail. Fred Hampton’s murder has never been vindicated, other than through speaking engagements, accusations of government wrong-doing on the web, and literature published on the subject. One would hope that the passing of time and increased social awareness has changed behavior in this country enough to prevent something like this from happening again. Sadly, accusations of conspiracies past and present seem to surface daily. These violations of Civil Rights endanger the freedom of all Americans and the integrity of the structures that govern us. Suppressing those who express controversial ideas are suppressing the voices of justice. Motivated by fear, oppressing these voices oppresses the voices of all Americans.
December 28, 2006
From the Publisher

Unity or Bust

The Chicago Mayor's Race in 2007, Useless calls for unity?

As the race for Chicago Mayor election begins to take place, the concern before the black community is demanding the leadership to mount a serious political agenda to the vital issues facing it and resolutions possible to a Black candidate.

Who are the spokes people for these troubled times and by what appointment were they crowned? As seen in the past, those who are the most vocal do not automatically qualify to become the stewards of change. They is no sign of a potential organization who can continue to move Chicago forward biding time for the right man or woman to lead a charge for change or is it due for a change.

Williams 'Dock' Walls started three years ago and now Dorothy Brown have declared her run for the city's highest office.

Even with the Chicago Mayor Richard M. Daley dynasty under so little scrutiny by elected officials, with criminal allegations reaching all the way to the Mayor so firmly entrenched in bidding, contracting, zoning and hiring are questionable at best.

Is the African American community learning anything from the various factions as it relates to what should be the strategy in the upcoming Mayors race.

The late mayor Harold Washington repeated over and over that "it was the plan, and not the man" when it came to Black empowerment, but it does appear that have followed behind Mayor Washington have not been able to successfully develop and implement a plan to bring the Black community more economic resources, even when Blacks were a majority of the population of Chicago. There are other ethnic groups who have effective organized economic empowerment for their communities notwithstanding if it were a Black or White Mayor. White communities did not stop lobbying and organizing for the economic or political empowerment for their communities when Mayor Washington or Mayor Sawyer was in power.

Listening to the who support Daley and understand why they have chosen to support his reelection. On the same note, others support Circuit Court Clerk Dorothy Brown and Bill "Dock" Walls and understanding why they each support and believe in their respective candidates.

Is this a new version of the old Sawyer/Evans debate that split the Black community, that even when Sawyer was the only candidate, just enough Evans supporters didn't help and Sawyer lost, then when Evans was the only candidate.

So here were are with today's real question. If Dorothy Brown were the only Black candidate, would each of Bill "Dock" Walls supporters enthusiastically support Brown in the manner that they do Walls? Or if Bill "Dock" Walls became the only Black candidate, would the supporters of Dorothy Brown support Walls in the manner that they do Brown? Only those who honestly know the players in both of the camps now can truly answer that.

And that doesn't even speak to the large numbers of Black people that have voted over and over again, in higher and higher numbers for Mayor Daley's reelection, despite the agenda or candidate from the Black community.

There's a new generation of eligible voters out here who seem to be just waiting to see how these three factions play it out and up until the February elections, as they remain undecided.

South Street Journal, in suggesting a united front to challenge the incumbency of Mayor Daley, seeks to rally the efforts of all African Americans living in Chicago to slate a single candidate for the office of Mayor, rather Mayor Daley is a better candidate or not.

Only by unifying efforts behind a single viable candidate will African Americans have a serious chance of not challenging each other in the status quo of the biggest political division in Chicago.

So which way do one go?

Perhaps it is a duty to shake things up, if for no other reason than to bring a greater level of transparency to the governing of Chicago. And perhaps, in the process, bring even more people to the table to dine on what this city has to offer.

Perhaps it is time, but it cannot happen unless the community can all pull together and present a united front the first week of January. Later than that Unity will be a bust, it will be too late.
Dear Editor

On torture

To The Following Aldermen/Women:

Manny Flores, Madeline Haithcock, Dorothy Tillman, Tom Prockwalke, Leslie Holston, Frederic Lyle, William Beavers, Anthony Beale, John Pope, James A. Balcet, George Cardenas, Frank Olivino, Theodore Thomas, Shirley Coleman, Latasha Thomas, Thomas Murphy, and Howard Brookins, Jr.

As you are aware, this past summer Special Prosecutors Edward Egan and Robert Boyle released a report documenting two decades of police torture but said that "regrettably, we have concluded that the statute of limitations would bar any prosecution of any offense our investigation has disclosed." You are also aware that the City of Chicago continues to pay private attorneys for Burge's defense and fight the appeals of torture victims who remain behind bars. Black People Against Police Torture and its allies are adamantly opposed to the millions of dollars spent defending Jon Burge and demand that the City of Chicago initiate reparations for the victims of torture.

As legislators with fiduciary responsibilities, we feel that you have been negligent in your duties to protect the citizens of Chicago. In your negligence you failed to monitor the Chicago Police Department, by not voting against the city budget that allocates more than five billion dollars to fund an entity of city government, the Chicago Police Department, until the concerns and outcry of the community were addressed, you sanctioned police torture.

In order for the community to hear from its elected officials, Black People Against Police Torture will hold three community Town Hall Hearings to have you address the following concerns:

1. Stop compensation for Burge's defense.
2. Stop Payment of Burge's pension.
3. Proper adjudication of the torture victims who remain incarcerated.

Establish a vehicle that will repair the lives of more than 200 hundred victims who were tortured and wrongly accused under the Commander Jon Burge and remain traumatized to this day.

The dates for the hearings are December 9, 2006, January 13 and February 10, 2007. The first hearing will be held at Jacob Carruthers Center For Inner City Studies located at 700 E. Oakwood Blvd at 1:00 p.m.

Citizens of Chicago, United American Progress Association.
Abolish the "N" Word

Dear Editor;

There are serious issues facing the development of Englewood/ West Englewood. A few months ago we proposed a $85 million dollar 20 story mixed use development (60 commercial locations and 60 condos, rooftop restaurant and indoor track) for our community. We met with the Chicago Dept of Planning and Development on Aug. 1, 2006 along with Alderman Shirley Stewart. A couple of months ago the Chicago Public Schools named the landscaping firm Monahan based out of Arlington Heights along with Rohar (trucking firm) owned by former Chicago Bear fullback Roeland Harper in an alleged contract fraud case.

We were informed that our alderman wants to put Wal-Mart on the same 8.8 acres of land that we want to put our project on. Our position is that both projects can fit on the same land. There will need to be adjustments by all parties involved.

As many of you witness the disgusting fight over the BIG BOX ORDINANCE. It really was a major distraction. First and foremost government should be in the business of trying to regulate when a private company pays its employees by instituting criteria that only pertains to certain businesses. Our response is the ordinance had nothing to do with improving Black Wealth, Legacy or Black Businesses. Ownership is only pertaining to past. The National Black Chamber of Commerce and the Englewood Black Chamber has joined forces to go after front companies and their sponsors. The NBCC will sponsor lawsuits against both the sponsors and the front companies for civil damages and lost work.

We will fight on your behalf. Contact Revis Fellows Outreach Coordinator at 773-329-9936 or email us at info@englewoodhcc.org We will continue the battle for black business owners.

Sincerely,
Ms. Rhilender Wilson
Executive Director

Englewood Issues: Walmart Vs. Black owned

Dear Editor;

There are serious issues facing the development of Englewood West Englewood. A few months ago we proposed a $85 million dollar 20 story mixed use development (60 commercial locations and 60 condos, rooftop restaurant and indoor track) for our community. Currently there are about 402 black people waiting to join our community tract. (Note the trust will own the building). We proposed our building to be located across from the new $256 Ken- nedy King College at 63rd and Halsted.

We met with the Chicago Dept of Planning and Development on Aug. 1, 2006 along with our architect. For several months we heard nothing from the city or our Alderman Shirley Coleman (166 Ward) until recently.

We were informed that our alder- man wants to put Wal-Mart on the same 8.8 acres of land that we want to put our project on. Our position is that both projects can fit on the same land. There will need to be adjustments by all parties involved.

As many of you witness the disgust- ing fight over the BIG BOX ORDINANCE. It really was a major dis- traction. First and foremost government should be in the business of trying to regulate when a private company pays its employees by instituting criteria that only pertains to certain businesses. Our response is the ordinance had nothing to do with improving Black Wealth, Legacy or Black Businesses. Ownership is only pertaining to past.

The National Black Chamber of Commerce and the Englewood Black Chamber has joined forces to go after front companies and their sponsors. The NBCC will sponsor lawsuits against both the sponsors and the front companies for civil damages and lost work.

A couple of months ago the Chi- cago Public Schools named the landscaping firm Monahan based out of Arlington Heights along with Rohar (trucking firm) owned by former Chicago Bear fullback Roeland Harper in an alleged contract fraud case.

Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Ms. Rhilender Wilson
Executive Director

WRAP Supporters:
Dear Editor;

The Women's Resource Assistance Program, Inc. is a not-for- profit community based organization that provides intervention and prevention programs that are designed to increase the educational and personal development of women and their families. WRAP offers Welfare-to-Work employment training and job placement programs, HIV/AIDS education and testing, He-forced education, emergency funds for rent and utility, individual and family counseling, and youth life-skills education and prevention services.

Every year we host a holiday event for the families who are enrolled in our various programs by providing them with toys, dinner, and food baskets. The holidays are always a strenuous time for those in our community. So why are we being held up.

MAYORAL AND ALDERMANIC ELECTIONS ARE TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 27, 2007. MARK YOUR CALENDERS (KEEP THE ABOVE IN MIND)

Special Congrats to our Banking and Finance Chair- man William "W" Burch through his foundation (Chicago Family Foundation) fed nearly 400 people in the community on THANKSGIVING DAY. Stay tuned for his winter coat drive and Christmas food drive. Mr. Burch a 33 year old businessman and community activist is do- ing great things in Englewood and West Englewood. (Mr. Burch wrote a grant and coordinated the entire develop- ment of only the second playground built in Englewood in the last 10 years, nearly 300 volunteers help build the playground). WE CONSIDER MR. BURCH A YOUNG BLACK MALE ON THE MOVE.

Anness Dance
Pres/CEO
Member National Black Chamber of Commerce
Sistas in the Arts Series!

The purpose of the Sistas in the Arts Series is to provide a safe-space for "Womyn" to express themselves creatively. They seek to cultivate new discourse and ideas on womyn-centered issues while exploring various art forms created by womyn.

Too often womyn of African descent are portrayed as video vixens, "baby mommas," and objects. This seems to be the only way a womyn can break into the mainstream and become successful in the entertainment industry. However, Sistas say they know these stereotypical images of us are one-sided and over-exaggerated. Black womyn have long played an instrumental role in the way in which we view politics, the economy, and societal ills—domestically and abroad.

From Sarah Vaughn to Jill Scott, Zora Neale Hurston to Edwidge Danicat, Margaret Burroughs to Annie Lee, Judith Jamison to Debbie Allen, there is a rich history of creativity and expression among us.

Sistas hope to celebrate and continue the legacy of great womyn artists, with their monthly showcases.

Saturday, December 9th at Jack's Java – 9500 S. Western – Evergreen Plaza Mall (next to Canot's) – 6pm Poetry Workshop/Open Mic – 7pm SHOWTIME! Email aquamarine@spokenexistence.com to sign up for the open mic.

And don't forget you can also purchase Holiday gifts with Sistas, as well. (Refer to the side bars.) Their books are discounted on the UnSi-lenced Woman Press website. FREE Shipping. FREE Handling. These discounted holiday prices will also be available at the Sistas in the Arts Series! showcases Nov-Jan.
SWEET POTATOES CAFE

BOYZ II MEN PREP FOR A COMEBACK IN THE STATES: Group's new album outells Beyonce, Janet in Japan.

*First week sales in Japan of Boyz II Men's new album "The Remedy" has beaten opening week totals from Beyonce and Janet.*

JUDGE TOSSES WOMAN'S MJAC CLAIM: British woman swore she was the mother of singer's three kids; plus other MJAC news.

*When a British woman sued Michael Jackson last October claiming to be the biological mother of his three children, the singer's rep Raymon Biau quickly shot it off, proferring "no focus attention to this ludicrous claim."*

OPENING THIS WEEK: Kam's Kapsules --

Weekly Pygrets That Make Choosing a Film Fun by: Kam Williams

*The Nativity Story (PG for violence) Faith-based biblical drama chronicles the trials and tribulations endured by the Virgin Mary (Krista Castle-Hughes) and Joseph (Oscar Isaac) during their 100-mile trek from Nazareth to Bethlehem before the birth of the Christ child in a manger.*

***EUR DVD REVIEW: Another Gay Movie*** by: Kam Williams

*If you've seen Americans Pie, then you pretty much know what to expect of Another Gay Movie, except that in this manacle, row sex romp we have four high school grads making a pact to lose their virginity by penetrating a member of the same sex.*

***MUSIC BITs: Three 6 settlers 50 vs. Oprah; Yo Yo still alive; Blige, T.I. lead Billboard Weekly Previews That Make Choosing a Film Fun by: Kam Williams

*The Nativity Story (PG for violence) Faith-based biblical drama chronicles the trials and tribulations endured by the Virgin Mary (Krista Castle-Hughes) and Joseph (Oscar Isaac) during their 100-mile trek from Nazareth to Bethlehem before the birth of the Christ child in a manger.*

***EUR ALL ON ONE PAGE***

**The Stars of Chicago's 2006 New Year's Eve Gala Come Celebrate New Year's Eve 31st 2006 6:30pm - 1:00am**

HOLIDAY INN CHICAGO MART PLAZA Spectacular and Sophisticated Souganhaut Ballroom 14th Floor 350 N. New Orleans Street Chicago, IL 60654 312.836.5000

**Women & Men Clothing**

Featuring Stacy Adams

Detacitve styling and superb craftsmanship have made B Elegant Clothing an integral part of our lifestyle for generations.

**BOYD PARKER ENGAGED TO EVAS LONGORIA: Singer is first talent announced to pose'd N-word ban: Paul Wall, Noreaga Rapppers for comment.
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AMF Mortgage Corporation
2449 West 79TH STREET
CHICAGO, ILL. 60652
Phone: (773) 918-1850 / Fax: (773) 918-1851

Are you tired of making your landlord rich? Do you want more money in your pocket? Would you like to own the house of your dreams? Tired of being treated second class?

If you answered "YES" to any of these questions, we can help!

- 1ST TIME HOME BUYERS - 95% OR
- 100% FINANCE -OK
- PERFECT CREDIT - BAD/POOR CREDIT OK
- SLOW PAYMENT - COLLECTIONS OK
- BANKRUPTCY & SELF EMPLOYED - OK
- FHA & VA ASSISTANCE - OK
- HELP WITH CREDIT REPAIR - OK

AMP MORTGAGE CAN HELP YOU TO RAISE YOUR GOAL WITHOUT HURTING YOUR POCKET!

CALL TODAY FOR A FREE CONSULTATION AND MORE INFORMATION
FREE PRE-APPROVALS BY PHONE WITHIN 6 HOURS

Althea Fagan
Phone: (630) 729-0301 Fax: (630) 729-0352

The Old Chicago Defender building. For Sale.

Monday night at South Street Journal. Open forum with Mark Allen, Daisy Johnson Run Carter and myself with special guests we will discuss the old year and plan what every business owners should be doing at the end of the year so here it is Chicago first media group... don't get it, try saying that's nothing new, but I beg to differ. It's the only group for the community. You don't believe me, well let's take inventory. The Defender! Do you see it? The building that sits on 2300 S. Michigan is closed. Imagine, the only brain that thought of moving or was it money and if it were the leadership to save it politically, religiously, or otherwise. So the next time you see a call "leader" say what historical landmark that black people had, and it's now gone, what are they thinking that business do we need with him... "what have you done lately". Don't for get to E-MAIL: lawrence@journalchicago.com for comments or information

Midway Movers

(Continued from page 1)

opportunities at the expense of qualified Black owned and operated companies. And why are Blacks collectively allowing this without the level of challenge that would bring much needed economic opportunities and job creation for Black men and women in our communities.

The company, Midway Movers received attention during the recent election night coverage when the subject of ballot counting and their delivery to and from official election offices was the major focus of media coverage.

Over and over again, viewers saw moving trucks and workers from Midway Movers being reported as the company who has the regular contract with the election authorities to deliver and return election machines to and from the many polling places across the City and County. And into those late hours, the costs of additional billing for overtime must come into play which may mean millions of dollars that may be going regularly into Midway.

As if this were just one lucrative contract for one company upon further investigation and review, Midway is enjoying even more contracting opportunities. Midway was a corporate sponsor off inago Public Schools, "Principal for a Day" Program, Illinois federation of Human Rights, The City of Chicago's Department of Cultural Affairs honored as with the distinction of being named the "Official Movers" of the "Chicago Cows on Parade" and the "State Home Chicago Summer Art Programs."

One was reminded of the major transformation of Chicago public housing developments and the extensive operation that was engaged to remove the properties, the families and their belongings from the many CHA developments. Once again, Midway moving company plays a prominent role in the only tracking company that says one can remember that was seen on an everyday basis outside of the CHA offices and CHA developments moving furniture and families for the CHA transformation project. With a majority of the residents and facilities that needed to be transported being from predominantly African American communities, no information from CHA showed contracts from Black moving companies such as Reo movers, Lawrence or Big O moving companies.

Midway Movers continued to get the lucrative contract to provide those moving services, over Black owned and operated tracking and moving companies.

The city-based Midway Moving and Storage Co. founded in 1987, its president and CEO Jerry Stieg 42, explained, "There are construction companies that do millions and millions of dollars with the city but we're just a moving and storage business."

"We don't do all that much business with the city," He added saying that, "We enjoy our relationship with the city. We have a good operational from the Mayor on down".

Mr. Stieg indicated how much contracts he received from doing city business. Now the City of Chicago did not respond at deadline but referred that the information is on their website. SSJ was not able to find the contract amount as directed by the city.

Midway all so surfaces at the Chicago Board of Education on a regular basis moving furnishing and equipment. Is this what Black communities are supposed to expect in terms of Black economic empowerment when Blacks are in elected office, get appointed to public agency executive positions? And why are the letting of lucrative contracts to Black owned and operated companies not increasing with increased levels of Black officials now in charge?

What do Black owned and operated companies have to do to get their fair share of contracting opportunities, especially in areas that are serving a majority African American constituencies? And where do they find the answers as to why the Midway Moving Company seems to be improving a process that continually allow them to obtain with ease, contracts in majority Black service areas over qualified Black owned and operated movers? This must be a major Black empowerment agenda item for Black officials to right this wrong, and The South Street Journal will continue to report and expose this and continue to until Black owned and operated movers get their fair share.

According to Midway Movers, it is because of their professionalism and because of the quality of service they consistently provide to their family of clients, the voting machine for past elections and for the 2004 Presidential elections, and they say that they are committed to our community through participation and support of charity organizations. More next week.

Contributing to this story was
EJ Jackson
General Contractors and Firms Wanted

The Public Building Commission is advertising for Qualified Submittals from General Contractors and firms proposing to have a controlling interest in GC Joint Ventures for eight projects whose construction contracts the PBC anticipates bidding and awarding during the first quarter of 2007 are: New Westhighland High School, Mosaic Development School, 7th District Police Station, 9th District Police Station, 12th District Police Station, Fire Station Engine #18, Fire Station Engine #470 and Fire Station Engine #102. A copy of the ad can be found at http://www.pbcchicago.com/subbids/opening_display.asp?bid=FD-21.

Qualification submittals must be delivered to the Public Building Commission, Richard J. Daley Center, 50 West Washington, Room 200, by 4:00 p.m. Thursday, December 7, 2006. Information on this RFP and all of the projects currently open for bid is available at www.pbcchicago.com.

SECURITY OFFICERS WANTED

Chicago Police Department is seeking professional security officers for Chicago-like locations. Only professionals need apply. Must have 2 years prior professional experience or 4 years military. Starting $9.50. Call 312-433-0005.

Office Manager

Beyond Media Education, a small (250,000 annual budget) non-profit media arts organization located in Rogers Park, Chicago, Illinois is seeking a part-time Office Manager. Please email your resume and cover letter by December 1, 2006 to: Salome Chasnoff at beyondmedia@ymail.com or fax to 773-973-3367. Our mission is to provide a creative laboratory where under-served and under-represented youth, women and communities can try out new ideas, generate new ideas and change the world.

Job Opportunity

Health Systems Research is soliciting resumes for three HIV/AIDS Research System Scientists to be located in Providence, RI, Atlanta, GA, Chicago, IL or Seattle, WA. If you have questions or need additional information contact Dr. Jamie Hart by sending an e-mail to jhart@healthsystemsresearch.org.

MASSAGE BY ZUBERI

Chiropractic Physician

Affordable Rates-Appointments Only

Table Rate Travel

773-206-3651

Masseuse is available out of state.

Career

U.S. Census Bureau Hiring
Field Representatives Positions available to conduct house-to-house interviews. $10.62-$13.07 per hour depending on location. Applicants must be available 3 weekdays, 1 weekend day and all Saturdays. For more information and listing locations and times, call 1-888-722-8956. Job Requirements: 2 forms of I.D., 3 Personal References Valid driver's license, Working automobile, Land-line telephone.

ABC Radio Chicago

ABC Radio Chicago is seeking (1) Director, WLS-AM. WLS 890 AM is seeking a Director of Sales and New Business Development. Responsible for the NTR efforts of the station including the new business efforts of 15 account executives, developing and executing new non-revenue streams for the station, including events, Internet opportunities, and available on-air products. Event marketing and marketing management experience preferred. Ad: Al Shelp. Manager, WLS-AM.

Account Executives, WLS 890 AM.

We are looking for marketing-oriented sales executives who are comfortable in contacting and presenting to business executives. The ideal candidate will have the ability to source new contracts for various industries and be confident in business-to-business situations. To qualify, you must be extremely organized with strong cold calling skills. Please submit resumes to: WLS 890 AM, 190 North Wacker Drive, c/o Pat Fitzgerald.

AIC Job Postings

1. All Resume address to - Dept. O, 190 North Wacker Drive, Chicago, IL 60601

2. Please include with your resume a letter and resume by e-mail to jobs.teamworkonline.com.

3. The Himmelfarb Group: 708-848-8008

4. BET's Development Further Director, WLS-AM, WLS 890 AM

5. NorthStar Financial Group, Inc. - 773-788-7509

6. United States Postal Service Hiring

United States Postal Service Hiring / Testing
Location: Various locations in the (south) west suburb of Chicago, due south of Chicago. Applicants must complete Carrier Mail Processor Sales Clerk, Distribution Clerk, Full-Time, Entry Level - $15.18-$18.56 hourly. (Dependent On Position) To Apply: - Search Key 'Mail Handler' or Ad: op-On-Line. www.usps.com. Test Announcement #147857

DENIALS

The Cook County Sheriff's Merit Board is accepting applications for Sheriff's Deputies on Saturday, November 4th, 2006 from 10:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. for the Sheriff's Merit Board. Requirements 1. You must be a U.S. citizen

2. You must have completed your high school education or equivalent

3. You must have at least 21 years of age

4. No felony convictions

5. Have a driver's license

6. If you are hired, the Sheriff's Merit Board will issue applications on Saturday, November 4th, 2006 between 10:00 a.m. and 3:00 p.m. for the Sheriff's Merit Board. You will be required to turn in your completed application to the Sheriff's Merit Board, 2650 South Kedzie Parkway, Markham, IL. Meet and Greet on November 4th, 2006, 69 West Washington Street, Chicago, Illinois 60602-(115) 403-4571

WANTED!!! SALES REPRESENTATIVES (Salespeople) - Excellent Earning Potential, Fundraising Opportunities, • Part-time and get paid weekly, • Flexible Hours Part Time, Full Time Commission & Bonuses, Home delivered to the Public Building Commission, Richard J. Daley Center, 50 West Washington, Room 200, by 4:00 p.m. Thursday, December 7, 2006. Information on this RFP and all of the projects currently open for bid is available at www.pbcchicago.com.

SEARS

We offer great pay and even better employee discounts. To apply for this exciting job go to www.sears.com/apply or call 1-800-571-4077 or contact your local Sears Essentials store. 6153 S. Western Ave. 7601 S. Cicero Ave.

NFL Football Jobs

Job Board recruiting candidates for Senior Director of Sales & Marketing. Chicago Bears (Chicago IL). nolifi- ers@teamworkonline.com [n ] h t t p : / / o n l i n e . j o b s . t e a m w o r k . c o m ? f i d e n t i f y = 6772

Online Work

Would you like to work online temporarily and get paid weekly? I can scour the internet for you. If you have any interests please post online and want to know if there is any work that is available I can try doing something on the side for you. If you have a job that you would like someone to take over it and you are not sure who is the best person to do it. I can connect you through the following address: adminx100474@netscape.net I value your feedback and will do anything i can to help, Thank you Best Regards Mr. Charles
Contemporary Microfiber
SOFA & LOVESHEET
Both Pieces
$599.99

Other Colors Are Available at additional cost

A new Dining Room Welcomes Holiday Guests in a Special Way!

Wood & Wrought Metal
5-PIECE DINETTE
All 5 Pieces
$199

Features:
- Light Square finish with silver painted finish
- Continuous bow-
- front curve design
- Highly detailed tabs & tongues
- Flared accounts with silver and gold finish
- Unique curved handles with cutout
- Side roller glide
- Drawer system

Buy This Beautiful Traditional
DRESSER, MIRROR, CHEST & Padded HEADBOARD
All 4 Pieces
$899.99

TWIN
$99
QUEEN
$149
KING
$349

Starting at

Just Say "Charge It" Open Your Account
Today! Easy CREDIT

11431 S. MICHIGAN AVE.
CHICAGO, IL 60628
ALL PHONES: (773) 264-3070

Bass
FURNITURE & RUG CO.

Financing Available
Se Habla Espanol
Take Advantage Of Our Free Layaway